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BINARY STAR FORMATION AND MASS OUTFLOWS:
MHD NESTED GRID SIMULATION
M. N. Machida,1,2 K. Tomisaka,2 and T. Matsumoto3
RESUMEN
Estudiamos el proceso de formaci on estelar a partir de una nube molecular magnetizada y en rotaci on. Partimos
de una nube cil ndrica isot ermica en equilibrio hidrost atico, cuyo eje de rotaci on coincide con las l neas del
campo magn etico global, y es paralelo al eje del cilindro. A~ nadimos perturbaciones de densidad axisim etricas
y no axisim etricas al estado inicial, y estudiamos la evoluci on subsecuente. La evoluci on se caracteriza por tres
par ametros: la amplitud de las perturbaciones no axisim etricas, la velocidad de rotaci on y la intensidad del
campo magn etico. Encontramos que la desviaci on de la axisimetr a apenas cambia en la fase inicial, pero que
empieza a crecer despu es de que el gas se contrae y forma un disco delgado. Hay dos tipos de fragmentaci on: a
partir de un anillo y de una barra. Los n ucleos adiab aticos delgados se fragmentan si su espesor es menor que
1/4 del radio. Para que los fragmentos sobrevivan, deben formarse en un n ucleo muy elongado, o en un disco
plano. En los modelos con fragmentaci on se encuentran ujos emanando tanto de los fragmentos como de la
barra en rotaci on o del disco.
ABSTRACT
We study the binary star formation process from a rotating magnetized molecular cloud. We assume an
isothermal cylindrical cloud in hydrostatic balance whose rotation axis and the direction of global magnetic eld
lines are both identical, and parallel to the cylinder axis. We added axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric density
perturbations to the initial state and followed the subsequent evolutions. The evolution is characterized by
three parameters: the amplitude of the non-axisymmetric perturbations, the rotation speed, and the magnetic
eld strength. As a result, it is found that non-axisymmetry hardly evolves in the early phase, but begins to
grow after the gas contracts and forms a thin disk. There are two types of fragmentation: fragmentation from
a ring and that from a bar. Thin adiabatic cores fragments if a thickness is smaller than 1/4 of the radius.
For the fragments to survive, they should be formed in a heavily elongated barred core or a at round disk.
In the models showing fragmentation, outows from respective fragments are found as well as those driven by
the rotating bar or the disk.
Key Words: BINARIES: GENERAL | ISM: JET AND OUTFLOWS | ISM: MAGNETIC FIELDS |
STARS: FORMATION
1. INTRODUCTION
It is important to understand how a binary star
system forms from a molecular gas cloud because
most main-sequence stars are in binary or multiple
systems (e.g. Abt 1983; Duquennoy & Mayor 1991).
Furthermore recent observations indicate that com-
panions may be even more common for pre-main
sequence stars (Richichi et al. 1994). Numerical
simulations show that it is dicult for single stars
to capture another one and to form a binary sys-
tem in the main sequence phase (Kroupa & Burk-
ert 2001). Accordingly, most stars seem to be born
as binaries rather than single stars in a gas cloud,
and molecular bipolar outows are often observed
1Hokkaido University.
2National Astronomical Observatory, Japan.
3Hosei University.
in star forming regions. It has been shown us-
ing two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamical simu-
lations that outow plays an important role in the
star formation process because the excess angular
momentum, which is conserved from the host cloud,
is removed by these outows from the formed core
(Tomisaka 2000; 2002). These outows are caused by
the twisted magnetic eld lines made by the rotation
near the adiabatic core. In order to investigate the
cloud fragmentation and later binary star formation,
three-dimensional calculation is required.
In this paper, we discuss fragmentation in the
course of star formation which leads to binary star
formation. In order to explore the fragmentation of
the magnetized cloud, full three-dimensional mag-
netohydrodynamical (MHD) simulations are neces-
sary. Here, we employ the nested grid MHD code,
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BINARY STAR FORMATION AND MASS OUTFLOW 169
which always maintains sucient spatial resolution
in the central region. The nested grid method is a
powerful means of studying the star formation pro-
cess, because this requires a large dynamical range
in spatial dimensions. In this study, we calculate
the non-axisymmetric dynamical contraction of the
cloud from 4  102 cm 3 to 1  1017 cm 3 in den-
sity, and investigate how fragmentation proceeds and
outow occurs in the course of binary star formation.
2. MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD
To study the non-axisymmetric evolution (binary
star formation and outow), we consider a cylindri-
cal isothermal cloud in hydrostatic balance as the
initial condition. The cloud is assumed to rotate
parallel with a rotation axis which coincides with the
cylindrical axis and the magnetic eld lines are as-
sumed to run parallel to the rotation axis. We added
perturbation of the length, , (Matsumoto, Naka-
mura & Hanawa 1994) to the innitely long cylinder.
Using the cylindrical coordinates (r;;z), the
density, azimuthal velocity, and magnetic ux den-
sity distributions in the radial direction are taken to
be as follows (Stod o  lkiewicz 1963):
0(r) = c

1 + (r2=8H2)
 2
; (1)
v0(r) = r
c

1 + (r2=8H2)
 1=2
; (2)
Bz0(r) = Bc

1 + (r2=8H2)
 1
; (3)
where c, 
c, and Bc represent the density, angular
rotation speed, and magnetic ux density at the cen-
ter of the cylindrical cloud, respectively, and H is the
scale-height as H2 = (c2
s+B2
c=8c)=(4Gc 2
2
c),
where cs denotes the isothermal sound speed. Molec-
ular gas obeys the isothermal equation of state be-
low cri  1010 cm 3 but it becomes adiabatic if
  > cri (Tohline 1982). To mimic this, we adopt
a two-component equation of state as P = c2
s +
c2
scri (=cri)
7=5 :
The initial central density and the critical den-
sity are chosen as c0 = 4  102 cm 3 and
cri = 1010cm 3. We added axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric perturbations to the above magneto-
hydrostatic equilibrium as
(r;z;) = 0(r)[1 + z(z)][1 + (r;)]; (4)
Bz(r;z;) = Bz0(r;)[1 + B(r;)]; (5)
with
z(z) = Az cos(2z=L); (6)
(r;) =
(
A(r=H)2 cos(m); for rH;
A cos(m); for r > H:
(7)
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the rela-
tive amplitude of the axisymmetric perturbation
Az = 0:1. As the non-axisymmetric perturbation,
only the m = 2 mode is included. Models are pa-
rameterized with three non-dimensional parameters:
the amplitude of the non-axisymmetric perturba-
tion as A, the magnetic-to-thermal pressure ratio
as ( B2
c=4cc2
s) and the angular speed normal-
ized by the free-fall timescale as !  
c=(4Gc)1=2.
We calculated 51 dierent models with A =
(0; 0:01; 0:1; 0:2),  = (0; 0:01; 0:1; 1; 5) and
! = (0; 0:1; 0:5; 0:7).
In order to solve the central region with higher
spatial resolutions, we adopt an MHD nested grid
method based on the Cartesian coordinate (for de-
tails, see Machida 2003). In this method, a num-
ber of grids with dierent spacings are prepared, in
which ner grids cover the central high-density por-
tion and the coarser ones cover the cloud as a whole.
Each grid has successively dierent cell widths by a
factor two. We use 128  128  32 cubic cells in the
x-, y- and z-directions. We added a new ner grid
to maintain the Jeans condition, J=4 > h; with an
ample margin (Truelove et al. 1997), where J and h
are the Jeans length and the cell width, respectively.
Only when a high density fragment escapes from the
region covered by the nest grid, the Jeans condition
is violated in our simulations.
3. RESULTS
The cylindrical gas cloud collapses to become
spherical in shape in the early collapse phase. If
the initial gas cloud has neither magnetic eld nor
rotation speed, the cloud continues to collapse spher-
ically and it forms into a small massive core in the
center of the cloud (Larson 1969) even in a cylin-
drical cloud (Tomisaka 1995). In the case of a gas
cloud with magnetic elds or rotation, it collapses
to form a pseudo-disk due to the magnetic pres-
sure or centrifugal force (Tomisaka 1995; Nakamura
& Hanawa 1997; Matsumoto, Hanawa & Nakamura
1997). If only the axisymmetric perturbation ex-
ists, a round disk is formed, but it does not frag-
ment as long as the axisymmetry holds. When the
non-axisymmetric perturbation is added, the cloud
evolves to form a non-axisymmetric shape, and frag-
ments later for some range of the parameters. In any
case, the central density (c) increases with time and
the gas becomes adiabatic when c > 1010 cm 3.
For convenience, we divide the evolution into two
phases: isothermal phase (c < 1010cm 3) and adia-
batic phase (c > 1010cm 3). The outow is driven
by the twisted magnetic elds (Tomisaka 1998; 2002)I
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Fig. 1. The axis ratio and oblateness are plotted when the gas at the cloud center becomes adiabatic c = cri. The
abscissa indicates the axis-ratio and the ordinate is the oblateness. Both are calculated for the gas with  > (1=10)max.
Crosses represent cores which experience fragmentation. Fragmentation occurs above the horizontal dashed line (" > 4).
The domains in large circles mean that fragmented cores survive to form binary or multiple stars. The solid lines
represent the evolutionary tracks for some typical parameters. Dotted lines represent the evolution after the adiabatic
core is formed. Asterisks show the points of fragmentation. The symbols denote the shape of the adiabatic core when
the fragmentation occurs or the calculation ends.
after  103 yr have passed from the core forma-
tion epoch c = cri. Modes of fragmentation and
shapes of the outow depend on the growth of non-
axisymmetry. This shows that the cloud evolution
can be classied by this growth. In order to char-
acterize the shape of the central region, we dene
oblateness ("ob) and axis ratio ("ar) as follows:
"ob 
p
hl  hs=hz; (8)
"ar  hl=hs; (9)
where hl, hs and hz mean the length of the long-,
short-, and z-axis for the gas with  > (1=10)max,
respectively.
In Figure 1, the oblateness and the axis ratio
of the central region are plotted for all models at
the beginning of the adiabatic phase (c = cri =
1010 cm 3). Curves in this gure illustrate the evo-
lutionary tracks for four dierent models (A;;!)=
(0.01, 0.01, 0.5), (0.2, 0.1, 0.5), (0.2, 1, 0.5), and
(0.2, 5, 0.5). The clouds evolve from the lower-
left corner, which means the early shape is almost
spherical, to the upper-right region via the upper-left
region. First, the clouds evolve vertically upward.
This indicates that the oblateness increases. Then,
the curves change their directions to the right for
three models with A = 0:2. Evolutionary tracks of
the high-density region in Figure 1 show very clearly
that the non-axisymmetric perturbation grows only
after the disk is formed. That is, the axis ratio in-
creases after the oblateness grows considerably large
("ob  4). Because the gas is partially supported in
the radial direction by magnetic pressure and cen-
trifugal force, the radial contraction is more delayed
than that of the z-direction. As a result, the disk is
formed ("ob > 4) earlier for models with larger  and
!. In such models, the non-axisymmetry grows su-
ciently and forms a large bar in the isothermal phase.
However, the non-axisymmetry hardly evolves in the
model with small  and !, because it takes a long
time for disk formation.
Adiabatic cores are classied into three types:
core ("ob < 4 and "ar < 4), disk ("ob > 4 and
"ar < 4), and bar ("ob > 4 ans "ar > 4). Some
disks evolve into the rings, in which the central den-
sity is lower than that outside, even if they have the
same oblateness and the axis ratio. Models with aI
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BINARY STAR FORMATION AND MASS OUTFLOW 171
cross () experience fragmentation. In the models
with small crosses, the fragments nally merge with
each other before the calculation ends. On the other
hand, the large cross means that the fragments sur-
vive without merger at the end of the calculation.
Since the models with crosses are distributed only in
the region "ob > 4, it is concluded that the neces-
sary condition for fragmentation is "ob > 4, which
means that a thin disk or bar is necessary for frag-
mentation. It is concluded that for the adiabatic
core to fragment, the central gas needs to form a
suciently thin disk or bar in the isothermal phase.
The large crosses are distributed in two regions en-
closed by circles. The fragmented cores in the circles
seem to evolve into binary stars because the length
of the semi-major axis expands or oscillates. Mod-
els in which the fragments merge with each other
are distributed outside the domain. Outside the do-
main, a few fragments survive at the end of the cal-
culation but the separation between the two cores
shrinks with time. These will not grow into binary
stars.
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, if the following criteria are fullled
at the end of the isothermal phase, fragmentation
occurs and fragments survive to form binary or mul-
tiple stars.
1. "ob > 4 : fragmentation condition.
2. 0 < "ar < 2, or "ar > 10 : survival condition
against merger.
The symbol in this gure indicates the shape of the
adiabatic core when the fragmentation occurs or the
calculation ends. Figure 1 conrms the idea that
the fragmentation occurs from a ring or bar and not
from a core.
Masahiro N. Machida and Kohji Tomisaka: Division of Theoretical Astrophysics, National Astronomical Ob-
servatory Japan, 2-21-1 Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo 181-8588, Japan.
Tomoaki Matsumoto: Department of Humanity and Environment, Hosei University, Fujimi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
102-8160, Japan.
We showed the domain which may evolve into bi-
nary stars in Figure 1. Outside the binary-forming
domain, the core formation model results in a com-
pact massive core at the center of the cloud. The bar-
fragmentation model in which the mutual merger of
the fragments occurs also leads to a disk-like core at
the center of the cloud. This conguration seems to
lead to single star formation.
We have greatly beneted from discussion with
Prof. T. Hanawa and Dr. H. Koyama. Numerical
calculations were carried out by Fujitsu VPP5000
at the Astronomical Data Analysis Center, the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
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172 MACHIDA, TOMISAKA, & MATSUMOTO
DISCUSSION
Scarfe { You chose  = 7/5, for a diatomic gas. Why?
Machida { I assume only H2 gas, because we assumed a low temperature gas.
Guinan { Your modeling and simulations using MHD codes are excellent. In addition to the formation of
stars and multiple stars, it also can be applied to galaxy and multiple galaxy systems. Have you thought about
applying your work to galaxies?
Machida { No, not yet.
Rodr guez { Is the outow you produce something transient or does it remain for some time?
Machida { In my calculation, the outow is strongly driven. We stop calculating after the outow becomes
weak.
Ed Guinan and Colin Scarfe.